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PUBLICATION OF MOROCCO BOUND

The NSW Guild Committee as publisher of Morocco Bound, resolved that the production of Morocco Bound for 1994
together with NSW Newsletter would be undertaken by an editorial sub-committee from which an editor would be
appointed. This sub-committee comprising John Newland, Rowley Corbett, Ron Dunlop and Daphne Dobbyn, would
oversee the tasks ofinitial vetting and choice ofarticles, proofreading offlrnal layouts, correspondence, distribution and
despatch to members. John would also arrange for the drafting of the finished journal layout and production of camera-
ready copy for the pnnter. By the sharing of tasks, the sub-committee will achieve a balanced view with the highest
professional standard of presentation.

Contributors are invited to submit articles for publication. Subjects include aspects on bookbinding theory and practices,
book related and historical topics, personalities and personal reminiscences, news of forthcoming events and exhibitions,
book reviews and letters. Articles should be informative, lucid and interesting to read. Photographs with full descriptive
captions and diagrams should be supplied. Assistance can be provided for diagram preparation. Authors are requested,
if possible, to submit their contributions on IBM-type floppy disks prefenably in an IBM-compatible ASCII format which
many word processing programmes are capable of providing. A separate discrete file should be prol'ided for each text
item, table and caption.

Please note, the joumal will only be as good as the level of contributions.

Type Metal - June McNicol
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Requests are often received about how and when the NSW
Guild originated. As the Guild is now in its 15th year, it
would be appropriate to publish a short account of its
achievements. The Guilds of the other States are invited
to submit accounts about themselves.

The origins of the NSW Guild began at a meeting on 1

November 1979 held in the Fisher Library, University of
Sydney where 33 persons attended . This meeting demon-
strated that there were several people, mainly living in
Sydney, who were sufficiently interested in the craft.

Prior to the meeting, persons who learning bookbinding,
attended a special three-hour weekly hobbies course known
as Bookbinding for Table llands which was conducted on
the 4th Floor ofthe School of Graphic Arts Building at the
Sydney Technical College. Some people attended for a
great number of years with a few for as long as 20 years.

Unfortunately, due to the imposition of financial con-
strictions by the State Govenrment, time was running out.
These hobby classes were being phased out.

The inaugural meeting elected a steering committee of
eight persons with Ralph Lewis being the Guild's first
President. The aims and objectives were:

To perpetuate traditional and other types ofbookbinding
skills;
Hold meetings at which speakers would address
members on subjects related to the craft;
Produce a Guild magazine, possibly as a quarterly; and
Eventually set up a Guild room where members could
do their own binding, with the assistance of an
experienced craft sperson.

The Guild's journal Morocco Bound was produced in
January 1980 and has appeared as a quarterly magazine
ever since. The earliest issues were typewritten onto
roneoed stencils, progressing through word processing
lsghniques in 1985 and laterto computerdesktop publishing
technology. Although still small in overall circulation
numbers, Morocco Bound has expanded to an Australia
wide publication as well as gaining an international reput-
ation among some of the world's foremost bookbinders
and organisations.

The rules and constitutionwere drafted and adopted bythe
members in May 1980; the Guild achieving the status of a
constituted body in an incredibly short period of time.
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After a period of negotiations by the Committee with
certain organisations, the real break-through occurred in
May 1983 when the Crafts Board of the Australia Council
allocatedthe amorurt of $293 3 with the members themselves
providing a further $3000 to enable the purchase of
equipment, viz a hand operated guillotine, a blocking
press, some items of finishing tools and work benches. In
June I 9 83 , the Sydney College of the Arts most generously
offered the use ofa reasonably good-sized room at their
Glebe Annexe for use as the Guild's workshop. Working
bees of members enthusiastically fitted out the room,
assembled the workbenches and storage cupboards,
varnished stools and did a myriad of other small tasks in
time for the official opening held 15 February 1984.

What had been once considered by many members as being
too ambitious and exhorbitantly expensive in its initiat
conc€pt, had, in fact, been achieved. The NSW Guild was
tuly in business. The room at Glebe was to be our home for
thenext six years andwas namedThe Ralph lcwis lltorlchop
as a memorial to the Guild's founding president.

The Guild continued to prosper and to become more
e stablished. Membership numbers increased, further items
of equipment, finishing tools, brass type fonts, binding
materials were acquired and members' loans to establish
the workshop were repaid. Workshop demonstrations and
lectures including some by famous world binders (Hugo
Peller, Sun Eward, etc), May's-end outings, visits of in-
spections to other institutions, displays of members own
works, Royal Easter Show competitions were organised
and held. The NSW Guild became an incorporated
association under the Act in December 1990.

[n November I 990, the Sydney College ofthe Arts advised
that their Glebe Annexe was required for other purposes

and that the Guild was to vacate the premises by end

January 1991. After a frantic search for other locations
suitable for use as a workshop, a large sized room became

available atThe NSWliliters' CentreinJanuary l99l and
the Guild with the help of working bee members took up
residence shortly thereafter.

Our new home is situated in Garry Owen House which is
one of the historic buildings erected in the grounds of
Rozelle Hospital in 1840. The NSW Guild is indeed truly
fortunate in that it is one of the few craft bookbinding
guilds in Ausfalia which has its own equipped workshop
where members may enjoy the practising of their craft in
the most pleasant of surroundings.

MOROCCO BOLTND

THE NSW GUILD OF CRAFT BOOKBINDERS
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ADHESIVES

The Association of Book Craf* of New Zealand published this article in their Newsletter witten by a member Dr Royce
O Farrelly, a retired professor of medicine. The article deals with the scientific and chemistry aspects about adhesives

used in bookbinding is expressed in a manner not too difficult to be comprehended by non specialist readers. Both the

Association and Royce have kindly offered the article to Morocco Boand for repinting. Being a lengthy arricle, it will
be published infour parts.

Vol. 15, No. I

Garry Owen House built in 1840, situated in the grounds
of Rozelle Hospital, Sydney.

PART 1. BASICS
Adhesives, plastics, wood, paper, leather and textiles all
have one thing in common - they consist of molecules
which are very long in proportion to their other dimensions,
like a piece of string. Other common substances (such as

water, sugar, solvents, flavours, odours and dye-stuffs) are

composed of molecules which are more compact, like
grains of sand - more or less like tiny spheres, discs or rods.

The long molecules typically contain tens of thousands of
atoms in contrast to the compact ones which contain
several hundred.

The atoms in a molecule are held together by strong
electrical forces called chemical bonds. There are also
forces between the molecules, again electrical in nature
but much weaker and less well defined in space. Two long
molecules lying side by side can have a great many sites of
athaction between them, adding up to a very respectable
total. This is why length is such an important property.

The resinous materials resulting from these individually
weak but very numerous intermole cular force s may be able
to be pulled out into strong threads (like nylon or rayon),
or sheets (like polythene), or be shetched (like rubber).
Resins of this sort soften and melt when heated, and are

called thermo-plastic resins (or plastics for short). Certain
small molecules can be found which will insinuate
themselves between the molecules, reducing the number
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Inteior of the Ralph Lewis Worl<shop.
Photos: John R Newland.

of intermolecular forces and softening, or even dissolving,
the resin. Ifvolatile, these are called solvents, and ifnot,
plasticisers. Most importantly for our purposes, if these

long molecules will "hold hands" not only with each other,
but with other "macromolecules" in say paper or leather,

we have an adhesive.

If intermolecular chemical bonds can be formed, giving a
three-dimensional network (called cross-linking), the
resulting resin is rigid, chars when heated and insoluble in
solvents. These are called thermo-setting resins.

Let us now look a little more closely at the internal
structure ofthese resin molecules, forthat is what determines
the differences between resins. The really important atom
is that of carbon; it has a quite unique ability to join up in
chains and rings. Each carbon atom can join with four
other atoms via chemical bonds and is said to have a
valency of four. It is written as:-

-i- and a chain as -3-3-3-J-J-3-ttttltt
The side valency bonds are available to join up with other
atoms e.g., hydrogen (H,valency I) toformpolyethylene:-

HHHH
tttl_C_C_C_C_
tlllHHHH
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Atoms such as chlorine (Cl, valency 1), nitrogen (N,
valency3) andoxygen (O, valency2) andmanyothers can
join in the fun, giving an immense number of possibilities
- and plenty of jobs for research chemists! We have, for
instance, polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

HCIHCIHCIrrttlt
-C-C-C-C-C-C-... repeated for thousands of times.

*Iifiilfiil
It is not necessary to have just carbon atoms in the
backbone; and there may be repeating units of 3 , 4, or more
atoms. The single unit is called a monomer, from two
Greek words msaning "one piece". The monomer may,
and often does, contain atoms other than carbon - oxygen
and nitogen being the most common. The assembled
molecule (like the one shown above) is then a polymer -
many pieces. Nylon for example has a backbone made up
of repeating units like this:-

FLOTJR PASTE:
Some members mentioned that difficulty was being
experienced with mould contamination in flour paste. It
was recornmended that the addition of 2 or 3 drops of
formalin solution to each litre ofpaste would eliminate that
problem. The NSW Guild sells N B Love's pH neutral
paste, but ifmembers wishto make their own, the following
recipe is recommended by Bernard Middleton (and is very
much cheaper):

Mix 425 grams of plain wheat flour with 2litres of water.
Heat and stir constantly until a thick consistent mixture is
obtained. Allow to cool covering with plastic wrapping to
prevent a skrn ftom forming and when cool, add two or
three drops of formalin and stir in. Store paste in a
refrigerator.

Formalin solution is available from most chemists and
wheat flour from any bakery or supermarket. This recipe
provides for a thick mixture eminently suitable for pasting
leather. It may be thinned by adding water ifnecessary for
other work.
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Not all polymers are put together by smart chemists.
Nature is also very good at doing this; some cornmon
examples are:-

polymerised glucose starch and cellulose
polymerised amino acids proteins
polymerised glucose sulphate carragheen
polymerised various sug:us gums of many sorts,

. &gff, alginates,
pectin, etc.

AII ofthese natural products have been used as adhesives.
A fact which might be of some use in playing Trivial
Pusuit isthat in 1965 inthe USAalone, some465,000 tons
ofdried blood were used in glueing together interior grade
plywood!

Part 2 will deal specifically with two of these natural
products - starch and animal glue - and Parts 3 and 4 with
synthetic adhesives, especially PVA and its near relatives.

METHYL CELLI.JLOSE:
Methyl cellulose is used for paper repair work, is pH
neutral and will not attract insects or vermin. Mix with
water in the ratio of I : 8 by volume. Methyl cellulose is also

used for re-sizing papers after washing and/or de-
acidification.

POLYVINYL ACETATE (PVA) :

PVAs are available in two types for bookbinding work -
Type 5710 and Type 3788 - both being available from
N B Love.

Type 57 I 0 is caried by the NSW Guild and is re commended

for most general work. It is pH neutral and is reversible,
so may be used for restoration. It was mentioned that if a
spine is being glued up and you wish to set it to shape, then

a paste wash should be applied prior to a thin application
of Type 5710 PVA. This hardens the spine and helps it to
retain its shape. This PVA may be thinned with paste or
methyl cellulose paste to provide a longer working time,
especially when using with papers.

OHHHHHHllltttrl_C_C_C-C-C_C_N_
tltttHHHHH

ADHESIVES FOR BOOKBINDING USE

At the March 1993 General Meeting of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc, a question and answer discussion of
binding techniques was conducted by John Stimson. One subject discussed was adhesives. Grahame Foster made the

following notes.
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Type 3788 is not reversible and has a shorter working
time, is also thicker and has a greater "tack" than Type
5710. It is ofuse when gluing out stiffbuckrams or similar
cloths during library or case binding. It would be

recommended for "perfect binding" due to its flexibility,
but should neverbe used on the spines ofother books.

HOT GLI.JE:
This traditional glue is still used by most trade binders, but
nowadays most conservationists prefer the use of gelatine,
which retains the acknowledged reversibility of hot glue.

It does require a greater expertise than PVA, methyl

The following letterwas received ftom John Willis ofthe
Victorian Bookbinders Guild:

I was glad to see in. Morocco Bound Vol 14 No 4

Q.lovember 1993) John Tonkin's compilation of basic
French terms used in bookbinding. In the Journal de

l'Association des Relieurs du QuibecYol4 No 2 (October
1986) a somewhat similar list appeared, together with a
complementary list for translating from English into French.
The JARQ "lexique" contains a number of terms absent
from Johl's list, and I have collected these below, together
with slightly different terms for the same English word
where the lists differ. It is not clear whether these

differences indicate the existence of genuine synonyms or
a slight difference of usage between mainland France and
French Canada.

One amusing misprint occurs in John's list - the translation
of "marteau" as "guillotine". It should be "hammer".
"Guillotine" is itself a French word - the machine is called
after Dr J I Guillotin, who in 1792, after the French
Revolution, suggested it as a humane method of execution.
Before that time only the nobility had the right to be
executed by beheading, but the introduction ofthe guillotine
extended this privilege to those of humbler birth.

augmentation (du do$
boulon
cambrure
chant du carton
chasse

clais

(spine) swelling
boss
warping
board's thickness
square

spine reiuforcement strip
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cellulose, paste, etc, and forthisreason seemstobe waning
in popularity with the non-professional us€r. However, it
should always be used when making springs for accounts

type books, and may also be used to set the spines ofbooks.
It should always be used with old style unglazrd cloths, as

the moisture from PVA and paste will soak through and
dull the surface.

An alternative for setting the qpine ofbooks is a 5 0% mixture
of Type 5710 PVA and paste which soaks in well and sets

very hard. This mixture must be kept in the refrigerator, as

it suffers the same shelf life problem as paste.

MORE FRENCH BOOKBINDING TERMS:
DICTIONNAIRE de la RELIURE

collationnurei) collating
PVA
starch paste

flexible glue, hide glue

mechanical (machine-
sewn) headband

cornidre
corps de I'ouvrage
coutre
coutre avec grecques
(= coutre en grecquage*)

coutre avec nerfs
coutre sur ficelles
couke sur rubans

couvrure (= couverture')
d6chirure
dos bris6
6barbage
6tagage
encoche de ficelle
6tapes (de la reliure)
faux-dos
ficelle

L'"liu o. tisserand
ombilic
papier du dos
peiguer la ficelle
pidce de renforcement

planatol
plat
pon9age

recto (page)

recto (livre)
support i tranchefile
tranchefile chapiteau
tranchefrle de base

verso (page)

verso (livre)

metal comer
forwarding
sewiug
recessed cord sewing

sewing on raised cords
sewing on cords
sewing on tapes

cover
tear
hollow back
trimming
shaving
groove for slips
(bookbinding) steps

stiffner
cord

shoulder, inner joint
weaver's knot
centre boss

spine lining
cord fiaying
tab

PVA
board
sanding
right-hand side

front
headband core
double headband
primary headband
left-hand side

back

gardes blanches flyleaves (= endpapers*)
garde (couleur) du contre-plat board paper
glagage (tissus) coating
goudrons spine lining
grecquage sawing in
lacet tie

collationnage (=
colle chimique
colle d'amidon
colle forte
comdte

* Word used in John Tonkin's list.
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PROBLEMS WITH TYPE METAL

June McNicol of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild Inc provides this article about the metallurgical properties of type
metal as afollow-up to her previous article Typographyfor Bookbinders which was published in the August i/993 issue.

In the article Typography for Bookbinders, I said that
foundry type and monotype had the same melting point
and was immediately taken up by readers who quoted fr om
literature where the values are very different, viz 318'C
and 268' C respectively as in Manly Banister' s B oo kbinding
as a Handcraft. These are actually solidification
temperatures, and to explain the difference I will have to
indulge in a bit of theory.

Some molten alloys (mixtures of metals) solidiff at a
single temperature, just as water solidifies at 0'C to form
ice and the rate of solidification is rapid. Others solidit/
over a range of temperatures, becoming stiffer and more

"pasty" as the temperatue falls until they are completely
solid, and the rate of solidification is much slower. This
means there is a temperature at which the cooling melt
staxts to solidifu and another at which it finishes. This
latter is also the temperature at which the heated solid alloy
starts to melt.

I think the "melting point" il the literature is supplied by
type founders who are interested in the solidification
temperature. As bookbinders, we are more interested in
the melting point when the type is heated, hence the
discrepancy in the values.

"Lead" type comes in several grades but they are all
mixtures of tin and antimony with lead. There are three
mnin compositions:-

Linotype 4% tn and,l2% antimony
Monotype l0% tin andl6% antimony, and
Foundry type l8% tin and,28% antimony.

I am allowing for variations in composition from various
sources as there do not seem to be any stqndards and will
base my argument on the above values. The compositions
ensure that the alloys have prop€rties suitable for their use.

Linotype, which used to be the material from which
newspapers were printed, is cast inawhole line, or slug, of
type at a time and as high speed is vital, the slugs have to
solidiff very rapidly. They are assembled in columns and
put together to make the familiar newspaper form. A paper
mach6 mold is made of the type for use in the printing
process and the linotype is immediately remelted for
further use. Thus it is only used once and in contact with
soft paper. It has 1s solidifo and melt more easily, but does
not need to be hard because it is not subject to wear.

The monotype machine casts separate letters which are
assembled ixto lines and pages for a book and the printing
is done from the actual type. Thus, it has to be fairly hard
so that the last copy is as clear as the first one. When the
printing run is completed, the type is melted for frrther use.
It has to be harder than linotype to withstand reasonable
wear, but there is not the same necessity for rapid
solidification.

Foundry type is cast as separate letters and used in the same

way as monotype, but after printing, the letters are sorted
back into the printer's letter case and used time and time
again. This is the way all printing was done before
mechanical type-setting started nearly 200 years ago.
These letters have to be as hard as possible to withstand the

wear of .ooliatral printing and handling, but there is no
necessity for the alloy to solidifu rapidly when cast.

TYPE METAL UNDER THE MICROSCOPE
When viewed under the microscope, some alloys have
very complicated structures consisting of several different
particles in a continuous background. In lead, tin and
antimony alloys, they look a bit like hard nuts in a slice of
fruit cake. The "nuts" in these alloys are tiny cubes of tin-
antimony crystals which give the alloys their hardness and

wearresistance. The more "nuts", the greaterthe hardness

and also the greater solidification range.

Linotype is all "cake" - no "nuts" at all - so it is all soft and

as the solidification temperature is the same as the melting
temperature, it solidifies very rapidly at237'C.

Monotype contains a moderate arnount of "nuts", starts to
solidifu at2l2'C and finishes at23'1"C, whereas foundry
type contains far more "nuts", starts to solidiff at 317" C

but also finishes at237'C. The hardness of the alloys
which is ameasure oftheir wearresistance on an increasing
scale is:-

Linotype 18

Monotype 26

Foundrytype 36

Thus it is clear that the three alloys have compositions
whichgive them the microsffuctureswhich confer suitable

mechanical and physical properties on them. The theory
is simple and straight forward, but the practice is not so as

will now be seen.
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AN INTERE STING IIWE STIGATION
Five pieces of foundry type were sent to veriffwhat I had

said. I melted three ofthem and took a cooling curve when
to my surprise, I found it started to solidifu at 263' C which
is lower that the solidification temperature of monotype,
although it did finish at237'C. I examined the micro-
structure and found that not only did it contain a small
amount of tin-antimony "nuts ", but it also contained a large

amount of pink needles which are characteristic of a white
metal bearing alloy which contains copper as a hardener.

Certainly it had a hardness of 29 which is better than that
of monotype, so it could probably function moderately
well as foundry type.

I then examined the other two pieces of type under the

microscope and found they both had foundrytype structues,
so were acceptable. The other feature I noticed, and this

was common to all the type I looked at, was that although
the outside or "crust" ofthe type was fairly solid, the inside
wzrs zrs spongy as a pavlova! The pores are caused by
entrapped air, so no wonder it was so brittle. ln fact, I had
to melt the alloy and solidifu them slowly rn order to let the

air escape and get a dense solid before I could make

hardness measurements.

Just for comparison, I took a cooling curve on some of my
own monotype, and was startled to fine it only had one

melting/solidification temperature - of 273"C. The
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microstructure was all "cake" - no "nuts" at all; in fact, it
was all linotype! This is bad because it redly is too soft for
repeated use in the blocking press. I examined quite a few
exha pieces of monotype and was relieved to find they all
had the right structwe. I also melted a piece of linotype
slug which turned out to have the correct solidification
temperature and microstructure of all "cake".

The conclusion I can draw from this investigation is that

one cannotbe confidentthatone isbuyingwhatis advertised,

If "foundry" type is made from scrap bearing metal and

linotype is sold as "monotype", does this mean that there

is very little quality control in the type founding industry?
I know hot metal type is only of historic i:rterest now so

there is probably no point in pressing for higher standards.

The purchaser could be very much at the mercy of the

supplier as there is no easy way of distinguishing between

the different grades, except for the pin-mark on foundry
type. Maybe I was just unlucky in finding these variations
or maybe further investigations would have revealed more

anomalie s. I don' t know, but perhaps someone who knows
more about the type founding industry can comment on
whether this is acceptable practice or not.

I would like to thank the University of Queensland
Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering and

my colleague GlendaZemanek forproviding facilities and

technical assistance rn this project.

PUBLICATIONS

THE FUTURE OF HAND.BOOKBINDING
by Samuel Ellenport
This important and provocative study identifies hends developed

within the craft of hand-bookbinding since World War 2, carrying
them through the present and into the future. The author, a hand
binder for 25 years and a member of the NSW Guild, has written
and lectured on the history ofhand-bookbinding and has helped

establish the most extensive training program for binders in the

United States. He has continued to be active in the American
Guild of Bookworkers as well as a number of domestic and

foreign guilds and associations and has a special vantage point

Ilom which to discuss and view changes within the craft.

Printed letterpress in Janson type on Magnani mould-made
paper, the edition consists of 150 copies bound in wrappers,
illustrated. Price US$130.
Members interested should write direct to

Haroourt Bindery, 5l Melcher St.,

BOSTON MASS O22IO USA

CORRECTION
Ron Abbey draws attention to an error appearing in his article on
Page 34 of the November 1993 issue of Morocco Bound. lnstead
of " 5 000 for a play", this should read " 5 00 for a play ". Of course !

BROINOWSKI'S BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA
The Western Australia Craft Bookbinders Guild still has

available some copies of the above book for binders. Details are

given in Morocco Bound Yol 14 No I of March 1993. Costs

including freight are still the same - uumbered copies at $60 each

and unnumbered copies at S40 each.

Orders with payment can be sent directly to
W.A. Craft Bookbinders Guild
7 Glover St, DIANELLA WA 6062

Further information may be obtained fiom Ted Dowling on

(0e) 27 6 6161.

OCCASIONAL PUBLICATION No 2
The Victorian Bookbinders Guild is pleased to offer for sale rts

Occasional Publication No 2, celebrating 10 years of the Guild.
Limited Edition of 200 numbered copies consisting of 80 pages

with contributions from 22 practitioners in bookbinding/
conservation, paperrnaking and calligraphy. Contents include
instructions on many aspects ofbookbinding, imprints of finishing
tools from several collections, watermarks, the art ofpapermaking,
calligraphy and philosophical thoughts on the related disciplines.
Included are some 13 original samples of marbled paper, hand-

made paper and printing.
Price $30 (posted). Orders with payment should be sent directly
to Mr Arthur Akhurst

17 Cheniston Rd MT MACEDON VIC 3441
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NEWS AND EVENTS

March 1994

MEAT MARKET CRAFT CENTRE, MELBOURNE

Any craftsperson who has been to Melbourne must be
impressed with this centre which is situated on Flemington
Road, North Melboume. The Centre comprises some 15

shops covering a wide spectrum of metal and soft crafts
and workshop areas giving occasional displays, but not
usually bookbinding.

From 4 to 28 November 1993, a book arts exhibition was
heldby the Calligraphy Society of Vicioria, the Papermakers
of Victoria and the Victorian Bookbinders Guild. About
60 artists were involved in some l3 8 items, some being co-

operative efforts. The exhibition was truly a merging of
the three arts. Most items displayed were for sale.

On the weekend I visited the Centre, there were displays of
bookbinding activitie s - sewing, fi aishi ng, edSe decoration,
etc - which were most interesting but certainly not
traditional. The exhibition catalogue was unusual being
photocopied folded A3 sized pages within a sheet of folded
handmsals recycled and plant fibre paper having a single
string tie.

Helen McPherson (a NSW Guild member also) showed a
book made of assorted handmade and commercid papers

and was involved with Marianne Little in "sculptures" of
handmadepaper stackedinto 200x300mmdriftwood frarnes
(item 77). She also bound the trio ofbooks in a slipcase,
with drawings by Marienne Little and paper made by
Gretchen Fonest (item 52). Both Helen McPherson and
Marianne Little were on the organisation committee.

The York Steet Prinnnakers displayed a limited edition
book of 22 prints by ll prinfinakers bound in quarter

chieftain goat leather and khadi handmade end-papers
(item 78). Nick Doslov had a similar limited edition book
on display (item zl4) together with the half leather and
marble papers lined renaissance bookboxes (item 45). He
had also rebound a copy of Haughton Forrest with, I think,
a leather paste down whilst retaining the original marbled
end-paper on the bookblock. Again it was half leather with
marbled paper cover (item 46). Stoyan Doslov, Velimir
Dragic and Joanne Lester provided the other "traditional"
bindings, whilst various papermakers had book type items.

Certainly it was a very different type of display to other
standard bookbinding exhibitions, although one wonders
at the use of some of the exhibits even as decorative items.

Perhaps that shows my orientation to things that serve a
purpose.

Michael Mathew,
Gordon, NSW.

CAPE BOOKBINDERS GUILD,
REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

Cornelius A Bastiaanse informs us that he has relinquished
the chairpersonship of that Guild due to moving to the
Eastenr Cape. Cornelius receives Morocco Bound espec-
ially since some of the binders who have contributed are
personally known to him. ln his letter, he went on further:

You may be interested to know that the fust Guild of
Bookbinders in South Africa was formed in Cape Town in
1992. lt is called the Cape Bookbinders Guild and started
offwith about twenty-five members. Some ofthe members
live as farafield as Kuruman inthe Northern Cape Province.
The Missionary Station started there by Dr Moffat during
the last century, is still flourishing! The advice of friends
like Neal Wooten and John Tonkin of Canberra was of
great assistance when we launched the Guild. In the fust
year we concentrated on actively sponsoring workshops.
We are indeed very fortunate to have master bookbinders
like Johan Maree, who heads the Restoration Unit of the
University of Cape Town, to serve on the Committee and
to guide us through these formative years. He concludes
by saying that his Guild would welcome contact with
Australian Bookbinder Guilds.

MUSETJM OF BOOKBINDING,
CITY OF BATH, ENGLAND

A Museum of Bookbinding was established in 1977 and
about fifty thousand people have visited it since. The
Museum is situated in Manvers Street and adjoins the

bookbinding firm of George Bayntun which was founded
at Bath in 1894. Bayntun's is the last of the famous

Victorian binderies still flourishing in the bands of the

original family.

A new exhibition shows the history and contemporary
practice of the craft, a reconstruction of a nineteenth
century bindery and examples of the art. Parts of the

museum can be taken to exhibitions around the world
although part of it will always remain at Bath. The bind-
ery, other bookshops and the museum combine to form
probably the most interesting antiquarian book cente in
the world. Bath can be reached in two hours by road from
London on the M4 or just over one hour by train from
Paddington.

FOR SALE: Mackay Bristol blocking press No 1. Rising and

sliding table. 40cm between posts, 3 chase plates (need frames).

Gas fired - possible conversion to natural gas or to electricity.

These are hard !o find, so this is a bargain at $150 ex Rozelle.

Write to NSW Guild or phone Rowley Corbett (02) 665 1097
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